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Enrollment Analysis Highlights

● BPS has 1,943 fewer students than in 2020-2021, a 4% decline in its student population*

● Most of that decline occurred in grades 2 (-10%), 6 (-11%), and 10 (-11%) - a ripple effect from sharp 
declines seen in grades 1 (-9%), 5 (-9%), and 9 (-15%)  for 2020-21

● The largest demographic decline was in Asian students (-6%), followed by Black students (-5%)

● For the 2021-22 school year, DESE changed how they measured the number of low-income students by 
broadening the definition to include more students that were not captured previously

○ Low Income students increased by 2,561 students (8.4%), which is about 11 points behind the 
state’s increase in low income students (19.6%)

● The number of English Language Learners remained steady (-0.1%), but the number of Students with 
Disabilities (SWD) in the district fell by 2.3%, in contrast to the state which had an increase of SWD 
enrollment (1.2%)

● Enrollment is down across all demographics and every neighborhood in Boston, except for Hyde Park, 
where the increase was primarily driven by growth at BCLA from its merger with McCormack 6-8
* For the purposes of this presentation, enrollment is defined as Boston Public School students and does not include the six Horace Mann charters 
(HM enrollment was down 3.6% from 2020-21 to 2021-22).

https://profiles.doe.mass.edu/help/data.aspx?section=students#selectedpop


Overall BPS Enrollment Decline Over Time
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● BPS enrollment has been decreasing for several years; the rate of decline increased sharply during the 
pandemic

● BPS enrollment has decreased by 15% since 2015, compared to a 4.6% decrease statewide
● Changes in charter school enrollment over this time period do not account for this decline (see Appendix)



Enrollment Comparison to Other Cities
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● Enrollment decline for BPS is similar to what has occurred in school districts for other large cities across the 
country

● The enrollment increase for Indianapolis Public Schools can be entirely attributed to an increase in the city’s 
Innovation Network Schools, independent schools that are a part of the district but operate on performance 
contracts

○ Enrollment has increased by 42% since 2019-20 for these innovation schools

School District
2021-22 

Enrollment # 
Decline

2021-22 
Enrollment % 

Decline

Boston Public Schools -1,943 -4%

Los Angeles Unified School District -27,000 -6%

New York City Public Schools -17,000 -1%

Chicago Public Schools -10,000 -3%

Indianapolis Public Schools +500 +2%

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2021-09-28/lausd-enrollment-drops-by-30000-students-amid-covid-19
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/29/nyregion/nyc-schools-enrollment-covid.html
https://www.wbez.org/stories/thousands-of-students-left-chicago-public-schools-this-year-new-data-shows/d0b938b2-3a8f-4d1f-b084-e21c9118b74f
https://www.the74million.org/article/indianapolis-enrollment-innovation-network-increase-pandemic/


BPS Enrollment Change by Grade
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● Most grades saw an enrollment decline, with only key entry grades, PK and 9, showing a notable increase
○ BPS PK and K enrollment increased from last year (1.9%), but not as much as the overall state* (14.5%)

■ K enrollment, a long-term predictor of future enrollment trends, has declined by over 1,000 
students or 24% since 2015, even with the addition of Pre-K feeder classrooms

○ BPS 9th grade enrollment increased at a similar rate to the state (BPS 3.4%, state 3.2%)

*See Appendix for Massachusetts enrollment numbers



BPS Enrollment Change by Race
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● As a percent of district population, enrollment decline was largest among Asian students (-6.1%)
● Continuing a long-term trend, Black students made up the largest share of total enrollment 

decline (-708). Since 2015, there are ~5,000 less Black Students in BPS.
● The Latinx student population declined, but at a smaller rate (-2.7%) than the district (-4%)
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BPS Enrollment Change by Special Populations

● By special population, the largest decrease was in the number of BPS students who are not 
low-income. 

○ Part of this decline can be attributed to how DESE broadened the definition for 
“low-income” in the 2021-22 school year, previously referred to as economically 
disadvantaged (ED), in an effort to identify more students in need of additional supports 

○ The ED and non-ED columns below compares the number of ED students from 2020-21 with low-income students from 2021-22

● Departing students were also much more likely to be general education students

https://www.doe.mass.edu/infoservices/data/sims/redefining-lowincome.html


● Every neighborhood had a decline in enrollment, except for schools in Hyde Park, which had a jump of 
8.5% for their enrollment

● Roxbury schools and the Exam schools saw the largest declines in enrolled students
● As a % of population, schools in South Boston and South End also experienced significant declines

*Enrollment decline by neighborhood looks at the change in school enrollments by their neighborhood location.  

BPS Enrollment Change by Neighborhood
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BuildBPS Enrollment Projections
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● In 2016, BuildBPS (Pg.120) projected a K2-12 

enrollment increase of 1.8% by 2021-22. 

● Instead, enrollment has decreased by 14% 

since 2016

● There are large gaps between the 2021-22 

projections and actual enrollment (see table).

● Compared to the BuildBPS projections, actual 

K2-12 enrollment in 2021-22 is down -21%, 

with grades K2-5 missing their projections the 

most (-25%)

Grade Span
Build BPS 

Projections for 
2021-22

Actual 2021-22 
Enrollment

2021-22
Projected vs Actual

Difference
K2–5 26,455 19,769 -6,686 (-25%)
6–8 10,823 9,354 -1,469 (-14%)

9–12 17,818 14,280 -3,538 (-20%)
K2–12 55,096 43,403 -11,693 (-21%)

http://www.buildbps.org/data/misc/BuildBPS_10-Year-Educational-Facilities-Master-Plan.pdf
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Pandemic Effect on BPS Enrollment

Across many different grades and student subgroups, enrollment declines last year from pre-pandemic levels  

(2019-20 to 2020-21) continued this year (2020-21 to 2021-22):

● There is a substantial increase (11.7%) in the number of low-income students since the start of the 

pandemic, but it is difficult to discern how much of that is attributable to the definition change 

implemented this year by DESE or to changes in economic conditions for Boston families

● BPS enrollment for every student race/ethnic group decreased considerably since fall 2019, with Black 

student enrollment declining the most (-11.6%)
○ This is a concerning trend for BPS as at the state level Asian (-2.6%) and Black (-2.9%) student 

enrollment had a smaller decline and Latinx student enrollment has increased (2.7%) above pre-pandemic 

levels

● The large enrollment decline of ELL students seen in the first year of the pandemic (-14.1%) has 

remained unchanged as there are 14 fewer ELL students this year
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Pandemic Effect on BPS Enrollment

To estimate whether students returned to BPS after the 1st year of the pandemic, we reviewed student 

enrollment changes by cohort from fall 2019 to fall 2021:
● The cohort of students that were enrolled in middle school grades (6-8) in fall 2019 has slightly increased by 

1.3% in fall 2021

● But almost every other cohort grade has seen double digit decreases, with the current group of 6th graders 

decreasing by 24.2%, the largest cohort decrease since the start of the pandemic

BPS
Year PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2020 3,069 3,675 3,854 3,786 3,754 3,736 3,649 3,239 3,496 3,290 4,002 3,584 3,695 3,403
2021 2,673 3,244 3,508 3,635 3,637 3,583 3,306 3,196 3,340 3,413 3,399 3,795 3,532 3,616
2022 2,766 3,263 3,249 3,271 3,394 3,436 3,156 2,832 3,243 3,279 3,513 3,362 3,565 3,581

State
Year PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2020 30,616 65,288 67,565 67,682 68,615 68,933 70,637 72,747 73,125 71,898 75,808 73,541 71,479 69,373
2021 21,176 57,531 63,797 65,329 65,809 67,009 67,520 69,383 71,643 72,334 73,353 72,925 71,581 70,499
2022 27,714 62,374 62,602 64,073 65,481 65,789 66,972 67,110 69,038 71,463 75,727 71,088 69,758 70,661

Comparison Year PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

BPS Pre/Post 5.9% -11.0% -11.9% -9.2% -15.9% -24.2% -11.1% 1.2% 0.5% 2.2% -10.9% -0.1%

State Pre/Post 104.5% -1.9% -3.1% -2.8% -2.4% -2.6% -2.3% -1.8% 3.6% -1.1% -8.0% -3.9%



● Enrollment in BPS has declined by 8,000 since 2015; declines which accelerated during the pandemic.

● Enrollment did not "bounce-back" or stabilize this year, but rather declined another 4% (-1,943 students) which is 
slightly less than last year's 4.7% decline.

● Enrollment declines are diffuse, impacting all but one neighborhood, all racial/ethnic groups, and most grade levels

○ BPS' Black student population has decreased significantly since 2015 (-5,000), a trend which continued this year with the loss of 
over 700 Black students.

○ BPS' number and share of low-income students increased significantly (+8.4%) this year, at least partially due to the broader 
definition the state is using to classify low-income students

○ Some enrollment returned in Pre-K and K this year, but the cohorts are still smaller than prior to the pandemic. K in particular is 
down 24% (-1,000) since 2015, even with the addition of Pre-K feeder pathways over this period.

● BuildBPS projections for this year are off by 21% or almost 12,000 students which is equivalent to almost 30 
school buildings less students than the capital plan predicted using the avg. BPS school size of 400.

● Enrollment in other school options--charters, private, METCO, and homeschool--stayed relatively flat during the 
pandemic, although since 2015 there has been growth in charters, METCO and homeschool, while private school 
enrollment has declined since 2015.

○ Commonwealth Charter school growth only partially explains some of enrollment decline in BPS since 2015.  Since 2015, 3,400 
more Boston students attend Commonwealth Charters, while over 6,200 less students attend BPS. 12

Key Takeaways
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Questions for Consideration

Data presented in the above slides provides a snapshot of BPS enrollment, but do not provide explanations 
for enrollment drops among different groups, grades, and neighborhoods

There are further questions that must be asked:

● What are the primary drivers of enrollment decline in BPS (e.g., birth rates, immigration patterns, 

perceptions of school quality and safety)? Which trends can we expect to continue over time, and 

which trends might we be able to influence?

● What are the drivers of the decline in Black student enrollment?  Where are these students going, if 

not BPS? 

● Which BPS schools have been impacted the most by consistent enrollment decline? What are the 

drivers of this decline? How will enrollment decline continue to impact school-level budgets?

● How does enrollment decline affect BuildBPS plans, which were based on projected enrollment gains?



Appendix
State and City-Wide Enrollment
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State Enrollment by Grade

Total statewide enrollment remained flat to last year, halting the decline seen in recent school years

Large enrollment increases across the state in PK and K as parents who held off on enrolling their children 
last year are now joining the school system

That enrollment increase offset the declines in enrollment for grades 1-12
- Only grades PK-K and 9 saw a notable increase in enrollment, further supporting the idea that parents 

withheld their children from schools last year at key entry grades

State PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 SP Total
2022 27,714 62,374 62,602 64,073 65,481 65,789 66,972 67,110 69,038 71,463 75,727 71,088 69,758 70,661 1,679 911,529
2021 21,176 57,531 63,797 65,329 65,809 67,009 67,520 69,383 71,643 72,334 73,353 72,925 71,581 70,499 1,576 911,465

% Change 30.9% 8.4% -1.9% -1.9% -0.5% -1.8% -0.8% -3.3% -3.6% -1.2% 3.2% -2.5% -2.5% 0.2% 6.5% 0.0%
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State Enrollment for Select Populations

The number and share of ELL students bounced back closer to pre-pandemic levels after a noticeable drop 
last year

The number of SWD students also increased and the share of total enrollment also increased, continuing a 
recent trend

For the 2021-22 school year, DESE changed the metrics used to measure the number of students who qualify 
as economically disadvantaged

- The new Low Income measure includes all students who previously qualified as Economically 
Disadvantaged and adds students identified by districts as homeless and students the district 
confirmed as meeting the low-income criteria through the supplemental process

- This change partially explains the large increase in the number of Low Income students, but also hides 
other causes for the increase

State
English Language Learner Students with Disabilities Low Income

# % # % # %
2018-19 99,866 10.5 173,843 18.3 297,120 31.2
2019-20 102,861 10.8 176,741 18.4 310,873 32.8
2020-21 95,286 10.5 172,379 18.9 333,843 36.6
2021-22 100,231 11.0 174,505 19.1 399,140 43.8
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Charter Enrollment over Time

Since the start of the pandemic, enrollment 

is down for all public schools in Boston

● BPS = -8.5%
● Commonwealth charters = -0.7%
● Horace Mann schools =  -8.1%

The rate of charter school enrollment 

growth slowed prior to the pandemic as 

enrollment reached the charter cap

School Type 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
BPS 54,312 53,530 53,263 52,664 51,433 50,480 48,112 46,169

Charter 8,798 9,885 10,585 11,334 11,871 12,048 12,186 11,960
Horace Mann 3,038 3,132 3,314 3,340 2,777 2,705 2,578 2,485
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Long-term Decline in Enrollment Citywide Accelerated in Pandemic

● School-age Enrollment citywide has 

declined since 2015 by 5% (-3,998)*

● Majority of this decline is due to 11% 

decline in BPS enrollment (-5,910)

● Commonwealth Charter enrollment 

grew by 35% (+2,776)

● Private school enrollment has declined  

by 15% (-1,358) since 2015, including 

declining during the Pandemic 2021 

school year

● Homeschool enrollment increased by 

40% but are still <0.5% of enrollment

● Out-of-District public options like 

METCO have increased by 15% (+425) 

since 2015

* Data on this slide only includes K-12 and  is up to 2021, the 
latest year DESE reports non-public options such as private 
and homeschool

School Type 2015 2021 %Change # Change
BPS 54,280 48,370 -11% -5,910

Charters 7,907 10,683 35% 2,776
Out-of-District Public 2,835 3,260 15% 425

Private 8,965 7,607 -15% -1,358
Homeschool 179 252 41% 73

Other 45 41 -9% -4
Total 74,211 70,213 -5% -3,998

https://profiles.doe.mass.edu/statereport/schoolattendingchildren.aspx

